
Operating conditions for the radiocommunication license for Private Mobile Radios 
(HF/VHF/UHF) 

 

1. The station is placed under the authority of the Holder of the present License hereafter 
designated as « Licensee». The licensee is responsible for the usage of the station and 
breaches committed at this end. 

2. The usage of this assignment is subject to its renewal and payment of annual charges 
as determined by the Ministerial Order in place. The application for renewal shall be 
submitted to the Regulatory Authority 45 days before the expiration of the current 
license.  This license expires on 31st December of each year. 

3. The usage of this assignment must adhere to the assigned frequency and the transmitting 
power. 

4. The licensee must regularly review and adhere to the guidelines and directives provided 
by the Regulatory Authority regarding the usage of Private Mobile radios. While 
ensuring strict compliance with all existing laws and regulations. 

5. The licensee shall ensure implementation of consumer protection measures to protect 
the rights of consumers and preserve their security and privacy. 

6. The frequency (ies) utilized by the station have to be as stable and free of non-essential 
radiations as the technical capability allows it. 

7. The Regulatory Authority does not hold any responsibility towards the exploitation of 
the private radio communication station. 

8. The present license cannot be transferred to a third party and the assigned frequency 
may be changed upon common interest without compensation. 

9. The licensee must report annually to the Regulatory Authority on the number of 
devices in position/use and whenever new devices arrive.  

10. The licensee should request for license cancellation in case the service is no longer 
needed   

11. This License should be presented upon request, by officials in charge of Monitoring 
and Control of the Private Mobile Radio Stations in the Regulatory Authority. 

 


